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117/ Musk censorship causes searches to say that account
@TheeRougarou doesn't exist & has never been tagged by
anyone. 

Yet @TheeRougarou just tweeted this Twitter meme. (See
tweet #1☝ for explanation of meme.)
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118/ Musk is creating an authoritarian version of "truth" using censorship, info

manipulation, & AI "psyops" (#91☝) 

Musk calls it "Pravda" (Stalin's propaganda organ)👇 

Musk censors info👇(& #76☝) & masks evidence-based info (signal) w authority-based

noise (#112, 114-116☝)
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119/ Musk made Twitter like FOX. Musk shows cult members lies,& won't let them see truth 

Eg, @alx falsely boosted Musk 
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To see reply w evidence, cult must 1st read 100s of 'agree' replies by Blue Checks @ top, click

"show more", read 100s more, then click "show offensive tweets"
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120/ Musk lied about 3K caravan to US border, & censored correction 

Musk chased PBS off Twitter (#97) 

PBS wrote 3K protest march to Mexico City👇 

Fake news acct (#103) copied story & changed destination to US border 

Musk boosted lie👇 

Musk censors corrections (#114-116, 119)
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121/ Musk made this entire thread invisible in searches, except to people who follow me, &

hid doing it.

This is despite my paying for Twitter Blue, which I only did because Musk made my replies

totally invisible. 

If he does this to other paying Blues, class action fraud suit?
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122/ Musk made me & my tweets of Musk screenshots invisible in searches.

123/ Musk deboosts & double masks my replies, despite my buying Blue. 

Musk: 

* deboosts my replies to last 

* masks them with "show more replies" 

* moves to last again 

* then masks with "show additional replies, including those that may contain offensive

content" 

@TwitterSupport
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124/ MUSK greatly INCREASED CENSORSHIP since buying Twitter. 

k h i
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Musk *says* the opposite. 

Musk increased Nazi hate speech on Twitter, & complied w Germany request to take some

down. 

But Musk also censored journalists at request of authoritarian/sectarian govts in Turkey &

India.
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125/ Community Notes is a fraud 

Veto is given to math/science-illiterates, pseudoscience, antiscience, antivax,

climate/election deniers 

If you complain, Musk makes your tweets "unavailable" (#76), or invisible in searches &

deboosted & tagged "harmful/offensive" (#121-123) &👇
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126/ Musk's fake news site PLAGIARIZED a PBS story about *protest march to Mexico

City*, CHANGED HEADLINE to *caravan to US Border*, & Musk boosted LIE. (#120) 

I complained @CommunityNotes wouldn't correct, Musk cult falsely reported "harmful"

(#125), & Musk SHADOWBANNED me.👇

127/ Musk allows calls to kidnap and kill all trans people, & threat to kill Muslims. 

Tweet says Hitler's genocide is good idea, but for trans people not Jews, w Auschwitz pic. 

Musk wouldn't take down for genocidal call, until someone reported acct for "impersonating"

someone.
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128/ Musk's @CommunityNotes CN is a fraud. 
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CN won't correct Musk's false tweet about virus research, bc anonymous Twitter accts

outweigh National Academy of Sciences & National Institute of Health (#15) 

CN flags tweets based on anonymous Twitter accounts as reliable sources.👇
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129/ Big class action suit? Musk falsely advertised pay $8 will move replies to top & stop

search bans, masking, & deboosting 

Musk did opposite & hid it (#121-123) w accts fact checking false tweets by Musk accts (#15,

120) 

Users lost $ in hours tweeting to nowhere, not just $8
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130/ Musk & co violated Wire Fraud, Conspiracy, & RICO? 

Musk Wire Fraud by false advertising Blue, & conscious of guilt by hiding it (#129) 

Also false advertised celebs paid $8 & gave phone # 

Conspiracy w employees 

WF & Conspiracy are RICO predicates, & Twitter is enterprise

131/ Musk pushes election fraud conspiracy theories, undermining faith in democracy &

courts. 

Musk denied AZ election, even after audit, hand recount, & many judges found no fraud. 

Twitter Blue put truthers at top of replies, & fact checkers at bottom under 2 "show more"

masks.
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132/ Musk boosts Blue Check tweets that PROMOTE MURDER, & won't suspend acct or

delete tweet 

A homeless man was murdered by choke hold, for being too loud on subway 

"Problem solved" tweet was boosted to top of replies, not taken down after reported, &

account was not suspended

133/ Musk found no policy violation to promote MURDER on Twitter, by replying "problem

solved" to news story about dealing with loud homeless people by choking them to death,

which was boosted top of replies by Twitter Blue. (#132☝) 
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Musk cult then repeated "problem solved".👇
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134/ Musk uses @CommunityNotes to promote *opinion*, not fact, including that murder is

OK if victim is homeless, loud, & "erratic" 

Musk wrote "Notes For The Win" for FALSELY saying a vid shows witness claiming victim

"erratic and verbally aggressive" before strangulation murder
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135/ Musk FALSELY said Politifact was lying, citing @CommunityNotes that *contradict it's

own source* 

Politifact: Weingarten advocated reopening schools with pandemic safety measures 

Guardian: "You have to have a plan that embeds safety, & resources to do this," said

Weingarten
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• • •

136/ Musk 'likes' the suggestions that vigilante battery & homicide is proper if a homeless

person has a prior criminal record, even if the killer didn't know that record at the time of

killing.
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